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Introduction

• At the front end of muon collider/neutrino factory, a low energy muon beam 
with a high intensity will be available. The expected intensity is 3 to 4 orders of 
magnitude larger than presently available.

• Muon groups made a lot od discussion to carry out muon experiments using 
such a muon beam and requirements on the beam.

• There some good papers for that;

• “PHYSICS WITH LOW-ENERGY MUONS AT A NEUTRINO FACTORY 
COMPLEX” 

• arXiv:hep-ph/0109217 v1 24 Sep 2001

• Proceedings of NuFact Workshops

• etc

• I will give a review of the requirements on beam for muon physics.



PHYSICS WITH LOW-ENERGY MUONS 
AT A NEUTRINO FACTORY COMPLEX 

value and magnetic moment of the muon were first mea-
sured [84]. The years since then have brought great
progress: limits on the standard-model-forbidden decay
! ! e" have dropped by 9 orders of magnitude, and the
muon anomalous magnetic moment a! ! "g! # 2$=2 has
yielded one of the more precise tests (%1 ppm) of physi-
cal theory [85]. The front end of a neutrino factory has the
potential to provide &1021 muons=yr, 5 orders of magni-
tude beyond the most intense beam currently available.4

Such a facility could enable a rich variety of precision
measurements. In the area of low-energy muon physics a
majority of experiments with a high physics potential is
limited at present by statistics. The list of conceivable
projects includes the following (see Table II): precise
determinations of the properties characterizing the
muon, which are the mass m!, magnetic moment !!,
magnetic anomaly a!, charge q!, and lifetime #!; mea-
surements of the muon-decay parameters (Michel pa-
rameters); CPT tests from a comparison of !# and !'

properties; measurements of fundamental constants of
general importance (e.g., the electromagnetic fine struc-
ture constant $ or the weak interaction Fermi constant
GF); sensitive searches for physics beyond the standard
model either through measuring differences of muon
parameters from standard model predictions or in dedi-
cated searches for rare and forbidden processes, such as
! ! e", ! ! eee, !#N ! e#N conversion, and muo-
nium-antimuonium (M#M) conversion or searches for a
permanent electric dipole moment d! of the particle;

searches for P and T violation in muonic atoms; precise
determinations of nuclear properties in muonic (radioac-
tive) atoms; applications in condensed matter, thin films,
and at surfaces; applications in life sciences; and muon
catalyzed fusion (!CF).

A detailed evaluation of the possibilities has recently
been made by a CERN study group, which assumed a
facility with a 4 MW proton driver [87].

In the search for ‘‘forbidden’’ decays, Marciano [88]
has suggested that muon lepton-flavor violation (LFV)
(especially coherent muon-to-electron conversion in the
field of a nucleus) is the ‘‘best bet’’ for discovering sig-
natures of new physics using low-energy muons. The
MECO experiment [89] proposed at BNL offers, through
a novel detector concept, very high sensitivity and some
4 orders of magnitude improvement over the current
limits from PSI [90]. At a future high muon flux facility,
such as the neutrino factory, this could be improved
further by 1–2 orders of magnitude.

The search for ! ! e" is also of great interest.
The MEGA experiment recently set an upper limit
B"!' ! e'"$< 1:2( 10#11 [91]. Ways to extend sensi-
tivity to the 10#14 level have not only been discussed [92]
but also have led to an active proposal at PSI [93]. The
experiment aims for an improvement of 3 orders of mag-
nitude over MEGA which had systematics limitations.
The !-to-e-conversion approach has the additional virtue
of sensitivity to new physics that does not couple to the
photon.

An observation of a nonzero electric dipole moment
(EDM) of the muon, d!, could prove equally exciting;
This has generated a Letter of Intent [94] to observe d!,

TABLE II. Experiments which could beneficially take advantage of the intense future stopped muon source. The numbers were
worked out for scenarios at a future stopped muon source (SMS) of a neutrino factory at CERN [87]. They are based on a muon flux
of 1021 particles per annum in which beam will be available for 107 s. Typical beam requirements are given in Table III.

Type of Possible Previously established Present activities Projected for
experiment Physics issues experiments accuracy (proposed accuracy) SMS @ CERN

‘‘Classical’’ Lepton number violation; !#N ! e#N 6:1( 10#13 PSI, proposed BNL (5( 10#17) <10#18

rare and searches for new physics: ! ! e" 1:2( 10#11 Proposed PSI (1( 10#14) <10#15

forbidden SUSY, L-R symmetry, ! ! eee 1:0( 10#12 Completed 1985 PSI <10#16

decays R-parity violation, . . . !'e# ! !#e' 8:1( 10#11 Completed 1999 PSI <10#13

Muon decays GF; searches for new physics; #! 18( 10#6 PSI (2( ), RAL (1( 10#6) <10#7

Michel parameters non (V # A) Typically, few 10#3 PSI, TRIUMF (1( 10#3) <10#4

Standard model tests; new physics;
Muon CPT tests, T, respectively; g! # 2 1:3( 10#6 BNL (3:5( 10#7) <10#7

moments CP violation in 2nd lepton edm! 3:4( 10#19e cm Proposed BNL (10#24e cm) <5( 10#26e cm
generation

Fundamental
Muonium constants, !!, m!, $; MHFS 12( 10#9 Completed 1999 LAMPF 5( 10#9

spectroscopy weak interactions; M1s2s 1( 10#9 Completed 2000 RAL <10#11

muon charge
Muonic Nuclear charge radii; !# atoms Depends PSI, possible CERN New nuclear

atoms weak interactions (hrpi to 10#3) structure
Condensed Surfaces, catalysis, Surface !SR n/a PSI, RAL (n/a) High rate

matter bio sciences, . . .

4The beam at PSI, Villigen, providing a maximum rate
of [86].

PRST-AB 6 MOHAMMAD M. ALSHARO’A et al. 081001 (2003)
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Table 6: Beam requirements for new muon experiments. Given are required sign of charge qµ and the minimum

of the total usable number of muons
∫

Iµdt above which significant progress can be expected in the physical

interpretation. The experiments which require pulsed beams (see Fig. 27) are sensitive to the muon suppression

I0/Im between pulses of length δT and separation ∆T . This does not apply (n/a) for continuous beams. Most

experiments require energies below 4 MeV corresponding to 29 MeV/c momentum. Thin targets and storage ring

acceptances, demand rather small momentum bites∆pµ/pµ.

Experiment qµ

∫

Iµdt I0/Im δT ∆T Eµ ∆pµ/pµ

[ns] [µs] [MeV] [%]

µ−N → e−N † – 1021 < 10−10 ≤ 100 ≥ 1 < 20 < 10
µ−N → e−N ‡ – 1020 n/a n/a n/a < 20 < 10

µ → eγ + 1017 n/a n/a n/a 1...4 < 10
µ → eee + 1017 n/a n/a n/a 1...4 < 10

µ+e− → µ−e+ + 1016 < 10−4 < 1000 ≥ 20 1...4 1...2

τµ + 1014 < 10−4 < 100 ≥ 20 4 1...10

transvers. polariz. + 1016 < 10−4 < 0.5 > 0.02 30-40 1...3

gµ − 2 ± 1015 < 10−7 ≤ 50 ≥ 103 3100 10−2

edmµ ± 1016 < 10−6 ≤ 50 ≥ 103 ≤1000 ≤ 10−3

MHFS + 1015 < 10−4 ≤ 1000 ≥ 20 4 1...3

M1s2s + 1014 < 10−3 ≤ 500 ≥ 103 1...4 1...2

µ−atoms – 1014 < 10−3 ≤ 500 ≥ 20 1...4 1...5

condensed matter ± 1014 < 10−3 < 50 ≥ 20 1...4 1...5

(incl. bio sciences)
† Scenario in which a pulsed beam is utilized.
‡ Scenario in which a continuous beam after the muon cooling stage is employed.
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Fig. 27: A pulsed time structure is important for many stopped muon experiments. Crucial parameters are the

muon suppression in between the bunches I0/Im, the bunch width δT and separation ∆T .

stopped close to the surface of the production target. Their rate increases with p3.5 up to a maximum

at ps. Low-momentum negative beams may be obtained from pion decay in the cloud surrounding the

production target.

There are important requirements for most experiments on the tolerable momentum bite ∆p/p.

This arises from the fact that either only thin targets are possible in which one would like to stop an as

high as possible fraction of the beam, or this is determined by the acceptance of subsequent equipment

like storage rings. Typically one should aim for ∆p/p ≈ 1%. Muons outside of this band will not be

able to contribute to the useful signal, but will most likely contribute to the background.

Muon beams are regularly contaminated by electrons which originate from π0 decays and pair

creation. An essential piece of equipment in a low-energy muon beam line is therefore an electromagnetic

separator (Wien filter). The efficiency of such devices is best for low-momentum spread. (They have also

an advantage over degrading material, which on the one hand would allow muons to be separated from

particles of different masses through different fractional energy losses. On the other hand they would

increase the momentum bite.)

6.2 Possible realizations of muon beams

The precise design of muon beams at a neutrino factory complex has not been performed but the fol-

lowing summarises a number of ways by which one could imagine increasing the muon flux by several

orders of magnitude over present or foreseen facilities.

The great strength of the CERN-based Neutrino Factory complex as envisaged in the CERN base-

line scenario [114], is twofold. Firstly the high intensity offered by the 2.2 GeV/c Superconducting

Proton Linac (SPL) [115], which is given to provide 4 MW average power in a 75 Hz pulsed mode or

even possibly 24 MW in continuous wave (CW) mode. Secondly, the great flexibility in the beam timing

offered by the fact that a proton accumulator and a bunch compressor are foreseen in the complex. These

rings are necessary to match the basically continuous time structure of the SPL to the pulsed structure

needed to operate the muon acceleration system as well as the storage ring.

Figure 28 shows various locations where targets could be installed along the proton path.

6.2.1 Continuous beams

For experiments requiring a continuous beam (µ+ → e+γ, µ+ → e+e+e−) two solutions can be en-

visaged. The benchmark beam for these experiments is the PSI beam for the foreseen µ → eγ experi-

ment [66].

• An internal target inside the proton accumulator. This solution, shown in Fig. 29, is similar to

that sketched in Ref. [116] and it would consist in inserting in the proton accumulator a thin target

(typically 1/4000 of an interaction length), either in place of the H− stripping foil, or elsewhere in

the lattice. With respect to the benchmark beam, the gain is obtained from the fact that the beam
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Beam Requirements for Future Muon Experiments
from CERN Neutrino Factory Study (2001) 



Beam Requirements for Future Muon Experiments
from NuFact05 

Experiment Charge Intensity Pulse width Pulse interval Energy Mom. spread Polarization Note

 (µ/107sec)
(µs) (µs) (MeV) (%) n/a

µ!e" + 1015 DC #1 1 #10 Depol e comtami. # 10-2, beam size cm

µN!eN' (MECO type) $ 1021 10-100 1-1000 #20 #10 n/a

µN!eN' (PRISM type) $ 1020 10-100 1-1000 #20 3 n/a % comtami. # 10-15, beam size cm

g-2 ± 1015
#15 &1000 3100 10-2 Pol

edm ± 1018
#50 &1000 200-400 10-3 n/a

µ lifetime + 1014 !100 30-100 4 1-10 % beam

µ lifetime (%) + 1014 !100 30-100 4 1-10 100%

Michel parmammeter + 1016
#0.5 &0.02 30-40 1-3 !100%

Pol  param. + 1016
#0.5 &0.02 30-40 1-3 Pol

µ-atoms $ 1016
#100 100-1000 1-4 1-5 n/a e comtami. # 10-2, beam size cm 

Life science $ 1015 1 100-1000 1-4 1-5 n/a beam size mm

µCF $ 1019 1 &1000 &100

µSR ± 109/s DC - 4 1-5 !100%

µSR ± 1010-20/s 0.001 100 4 1-5 !100%

Pol

~100%
>50%(NP2)  dµ<10-24 e.cm → NP2>1016 total



Beam Requirements for Future Muon Experiments
from NuFact05 

Experiment Charge Intensity Pulse width Pulse interval Energy Mom. spread Polarization Note

 (µ/107sec)
(µs) (µs) (MeV) (%) n/a

µ!e" + 1015 DC #1 1 #10 Depol e comtami. # 10-2, beam size cm

µN!eN' (MECO type) $ 1021 10-100 1-1000 #20 #10 n/a

µN!eN' (PRISM type) $ 1020 10-100 1-1000 #20 3 n/a % comtami. # 10-15, beam size cm

g-2 ± 1015
#15 &1000 3100 10-2 Pol

edm ± 1018
#50 &1000 200-400 10-3 n/a

µ lifetime + 1014 !100 30-100 4 1-10 % beam

µ lifetime (%) + 1014 !100 30-100 4 1-10 100%

Michel parmammeter + 1016
#0.5 &0.02 30-40 1-3 !100%

Pol  param. + 1016
#0.5 &0.02 30-40 1-3 Pol

µ-atoms $ 1016
#100 100-1000 1-4 1-5 n/a e comtami. # 10-2, beam size cm 

Life science $ 1015 1 100-1000 1-4 1-5 n/a beam size mm

µCF $ 1019 1 &1000 &100

µSR ± 109/s DC - 4 1-5 !100%

µSR ± 1010-20/s 0.001 100 4 1-5 !100%

Pol

~100%
>50%(NP2)

Muon Trio with the next high power proton driver

 dµ<10-24 e.cm → NP2>1016 total



New Generation of Muon Trio

current limit at NuFact/MC
µN→eN BR(Ti)<10-13 BR(Ti)<10-18

g-2 0.54 ppm 0.05 ppm
µEDM 10-19 e.cm 10-24 e.cm

Assuming 4MW proton driver 

Among these experiment, the rare decay 
process, such as µN→eN, has a lot of 
requirements on the beam.



Beam Requirements 
from Search for Charged Lepton Flavor Violation
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!"e# Search Kinematics

• Signal

• Back-to-back

• Mono-energetic Ee=52.8MeV E#=52.8MeV

• Coincident in time

• Background

• Prompt background: !"e#$$

• “Accidental” overlap: !"e$$ + %

• Sensitive !"e# search requires

• Precise measurements of energy, timing and 

angle for positron and gamma

• High intensity !+ beam with high duty factor 

to avoid accidentals.

180°

e+

!+

"

Predominant

µ→eγ

• µ+ beam is stopped in a thin target.
• Signal Event

• coincidence of e+ and γ detection
• each have energy 52.8MeV
• originate from a common point
• have opposite momenta

• Background 
• Prompt background: µ→eγνν
• “Accidental” overlap: µ→eνν + γ : Predominant

• µ→eγ search requires 
• Precise measurements of energy, timing and 

angle for positron and gamma 
• High intensity µ+ beam with high duty factor to 

avoid accidentals. 

18CHAPTER 2. PHENOMENOLOGY OF THE MUON TO ELECTRON CONVERSION

Figure 2.5: Schematic layout of the MEG detector.

of the detector is shown in Fig.2.5. The improvement will be expected by utilizing
a continuous muon beam of 100% duty factor at PSI. With keeping the same in-
stantaneous beam intensity as MEGA, the total number of muons available can be
increased by a factor of 16. Further improvement is a novel liquid xenon scintillation
detector of the “Mini-Kamiokande” type, which is a 0.8-m3 volume of liquid xenon
viewed by an array of a total of 800 photomultipliers from all the sides. The expected
resolutions (FWHM) of the photon energy and position are about 1.4% and 4 mm,
respectively. As the e+ detection, a solenoidal magnetic spectrometer with a graded
magnetic field is adopted, in which the magnetic field is arranged so that e+ from
the µ+ → e+γ decay follows a trajectory with a constant radius, independently of
its emission angle. It allows easier identification of the e+ in the µ+ → e+γ decay.
Physics data taking is expected to start in year 2006 or later.

2.5 Why is µ−−e− Conversion ?

Considering its remarkable physics importance, it is highly desirable to consider a
next-generation experiment to search for LFV. There are three physics processes to
be considered; namely µ+ → e+γ , µ+ → e+e+e− , and µ−−e− conversion.

The three processes have different experimental issues to improve their experimen-
tal sensitivities. They are summarized in Table 2.2. The processes of µ+ → e+γ and
µ+ → e+e+e− are detector-limited. To consider and go beyond the present sensitiv-
ities (and presently-aimed sensitivities), detection resolutions have to be improved.

MEG＠PSI



µ→eγ (cont.)

• MEG : NB=0.5 events at B(µ→eγ)~10-13 (T=4x107s, Rµ=3x107µ/s)
• At FEMC with the same resolutions, 

• Rµ=1010µ/s → NB=3x102 events at B(µ→eγ)~10-16

• Better detector resolutions and/or improved detector concepts are required.
• Beam Requirements

• DC beam
• Little momentum spread

Accidental Backgrounds for !"e#

Place Year ∆Ee ∆Eγ ∆teγ ∆θeγ Upper limit
TRIUMF 1977 10% 8.7% 6.7ns − < 3.6 × 10−9

SIN 1980 8.7% 9.3% 1.4ns − < 1.0 × 10−9

LANL 1982 8.8% 8% 1.9ns 37mrad < 1.7 × 10−10

LANL 1988 8% 8% 1.8ns 87mrad < 4.9 × 10−11

LANL 1999 1.2% 4.5% 1.6ns 15mrad < 1.2 × 10−11

PSI (MEG) 2007 0.9% 5 % 0.1 ns 23mrad < 10−13

Accidental Background ! Rµ( )
2

"#E
e
" #E$( )

2

"#t
e$ " #%

e$( )
2

NB=0.5 events at B(!"e#)~10-13

With the same resolutions, N!=1010!/s, 

NB=5000 events at B(!"e#)~10-16

Improvements of 

detector resolutions 

are critical.

states of arts
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LANL 1988 8% 8% 1.8ns 87mrad < 4.9 × 10−11
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Stopping
Target

Production
Target

B(µ− + Al → e− + Al) < 10−16

New Experiment

•without a muon storage ring.

•with a slowly-extracted pulsed proton beam.

•doable at the J-PARC NP Hall.

•regarded as the first phase / MECO type

•Early realization

Early 

Realization

PRISM and The New Experiment at J-PARC

PRISM

•with a muon storage ring.

•with a fast-extracted pulsed proton beam.

•need a new beamline and experimental hall.

•regarded as the second phase.

•Ultimate search

B(µ− + Ti → e− + Ti) < 10−18
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Proposals of µN→eN (MECO type)

mu2e@FNAL PRISM-Phase1@J-PARC



Proposals of µN→eN with a Storage Ring

Stopping
Target

Production
Target

B(µ− + Al → e− + Al) < 10−16

New Experiment

•without a muon storage ring.

•with a slowly-extracted pulsed proton beam.

•doable at the J-PARC NP Hall.

•regarded as the first phase / MECO type

•Early realization

Early 

Realization

PRISM and The New Experiment at J-PARC

PRISM

•with a muon storage ring.

•with a fast-extracted pulsed proton beam.

•need a new beamline and experimental hall.

•regarded as the second phase.

•Ultimate search

B(µ− + Ti → e− + Ti) < 10−18



µN→eN
• µ- beam is stopped in a thin target.
• Signal Event

• mono-energetic e- ~105MeV
• Background 

• Intrinsic Physics Background
• Muon decay in orbit : Endpoint comes to the signal region ∝(Esignal-Ee)5

• Radiative muon capture etc
• Beam-related Background

• Radiative pion capture 
• Electrons from muon decays in flight 
• Pion decay in flight 
• Beam electrons

• µN→eN search requires 
• Precise measurement of e- energy
• Reject the intrinsic background at the detector
• High intensity pulsed µ- beam and/or high purity

• to reject the beam-related BG 

Stopping
Target

Production
Target



パルス陽子ビーム
• バックグランド

• "&+#A,Z% " #A,Z&1%* " !+#A,Z&1%，! " e+ e& 　：一次陽子ビームに同期

• 信号
•  #& +#A,Z% " e& +#A,Z% : 遅延 #$1#s%

Extinction

Nbg = NP!Y"/P!A"!Rext!P!!A
NP : total # of protons #$1021%

Y"/P : " yield per proton #0.015%
A" : " acceptance #1.5!10&6%
Rext : Extinction Ratio #10&9%
P! : Probability of ! from " #3.5!10&5%
A : detector acceptance #0.18%

Nbg < 0.22⇔ Extinction < 10&9

Extinction: < 10&9

Power: 60 kW #4!1013 pps@8 GeV% 

Pulsed Proton Beam

• Beam requirements for MECO type (BR ~10-16) experiments

• Short pulsed (<100ns)

• remove prompt backgrounds by measuring in a delayed 
time window.

• Time separation (~1µs)

• lifetime of µ- stopped in the target

• Extinction < 10-9



Extremely Pure Muon Beam
• Extremely pure muon beams can reduce the beam related backgrounds.

• In the SIUDRUM-II (BR ~10-12)

• a blocker was located in a solenoid axis to make a novel DC muon beam 
with high purity.

• backgrounds from pi- and e- contamination in the beam < 10-14 level.

• But this technic will not work at a sensitivity below 10-16.

pion muon

absorbed in a blocker

pion



µN→eN with a Muon Storage Ring

5 m

Capture Solenoid

Matching Section

Solenoid

RF Power Supply

RF AMP

RF Cavity

C-shaped

FFAG Magnet

Ejection System Injection System

FFAG ring
Detector

PRISM
Phase Rotated Intense Slow Muon Source

• muon intensity: 1011~1012 /sec

• pulsed muon beam

• central momentum: 68 MeV/c

• narrow momentum width by phase rotation

• pion contamination : 10-23 for 230m



Phase Rotation

momentum spread
Δp/p = ± 2%

needs６turns (=1.5μs)

survival rate (68MeV/c)  
  μ：0.56
  π : <10-23

Simulation result
field gradient ＝ 152kV/m 

Initial
Δp/p = ± 20%

after 6 turn
Δp/p = ± 2%

a bright pulsed muon beam with 
no pi- and e- contamination

Shorter pulsed proton (<10ns) is required for phase rotation.



Conclusion

• Muon groups have discussed a number of muon experiment, which have 
strong physics motivation, using a high power proton driver (~4MW) coming 
with front end of neutrino factories and/or a muon collider, with a large variety 
of applications in many fields.

• This new low-energy muon source would provide unprecedented intensity, 3 to 
4 orders of magnitude larger than presently available and improve many muon 
programs. But they have various requirements on the beam. We need 
discussion from the design stage of muon collider to proceed the muon 
programs.

• We have many common R&D items between muon collider and Muon 
Physics, such as target region, high field solenoids, phase rotation and so on. 
Collaboration on these R&D should be encouraged. 

Beam Requirements for Future Muon Experiments
from NuFact05 

Experiment Charge Intensity Pulse width Pulse interval Energy Mom. spread Polarization Note

 (µ/107sec)
(µs) (µs) (MeV) (%) n/a

µ!e" + 1015 DC #1 1 #10 Depol e comtami. # 10-2, beam size cm

µN!eN' (MECO type) $ 1021 10-100 1-1000 #20 #10 n/a

µN!eN' (PRISM type) $ 1020 10-100 1-1000 #20 3 n/a % comtami. # 10-15, beam size cm

g-2 ± 1015
#15 &1000 3100 10-2 Pol

edm ± 1018
#50 &1000 200-400 10-3 n/a

µ lifetime + 1014 !100 30-100 4 1-10 % beam

µ lifetime (%) + 1014 !100 30-100 4 1-10 100%

Michel parmammeter + 1016
#0.5 &0.02 30-40 1-3 !100%

Pol  param. + 1016
#0.5 &0.02 30-40 1-3 Pol

µ-atoms $ 1016
#100 100-1000 1-4 1-5 n/a e comtami. # 10-2, beam size cm 

Life science $ 1015 1 100-1000 1-4 1-5 n/a beam size mm

µCF $ 1019 1 &1000 &100

µSR ± 109/s DC - 4 1-5 !100%

µSR ± 1010-20/s 0.001 100 4 1-5 !100%

Pol

~100%

>50%(NP2)

Muon Trio with the next high power proton driver

! dµ<10-24 e.cm ! NP2>1016 total


